In what follows we study non asymptotic behavior of different well The estimator GDL, is based on a different principle which makes 6 it behave in a quite different form. It is strongly consistent and more 7 efficient than AIC (inconsistent), outperforming the well established 8 and consistent BIC and EDC, mainly on relatively small samples. 
distribution of the estimator and showed its inconsistency, proving that there is a positive probability of overestimating the true order no matter how large 49 the sample size. Nevertheless, AIC is the most used and succesfull Markov 50 chain order estimator used at the present time, mainly because it is more 51 efficient than BIC for small sample. 
Maximum Likelihood Methods

54
The main consistent estimator alternative, the BIC estimator, does not per-55 form too well for relatively small samples, as it was pointed out by Katz [19] 56 and Csiszar & Shields [13] . It is natural to admit that the expansion of the 57 Markov Chain complexity (size of the state space and order) has significant 58 influence on the sample size required for the identification of the unknown 59 order, even though, most of the time it is difficult to obtain sufficiently large 60 samples.
61 Katz(1981) [19] obtained the asymptotic distribution of κ AIC and proved its 62 inconsistency showing the existence of a positive probability to overestimate 63 the order. See also Shibata(1976) [25] . On the contrary Schwarz (1978) [24] 64 and Zhao(2001) [27] proved strong consistency for the estimators κ BIC and 65 κ EDC , respectively. Let X n 1 = (X 1 , ..., X n ) be a sample from a multiple stationary Markov chain 71 X = {X n } n≥1 of unknown order κ.
72
Assume that X take values on a finite state space E = {1, 2, ..., m} with 
90
Let us define for the order the log likelihood function
94
The estimators based on likelihood estimators and penalty functions, for
Markov chains of order κ are defined, under the following hypothesis:
96
There exist a known B so that 0 ≤ κ ≤ B
97
as 98 κ AIC = argmin{AIC(η) ; η = 0, 1, ..., B}
99
101 where 102
106
Finally, let us fix a η 1 and consider the function
Later on in Section 3.1, we shall analyse the behavior and derivatives of
(i) are assumed constants with respect to the the variables x(i, j), with x(i, j) = X a κ 1 (i, j) as in (5) , κ the Markov chain order and 
123
Assume that V is a χ 2 random variable with (m − 1) 2 degrees of freedom
124
where P is the continuous strictly decreasing function P :
126
The Local Dependency Level LDL n (a η
) and the Global Dependency Level
127
GDL n (η) , respectively, are defined as follows
Finally, let us define the Markov chain order estimator based on the infor-131 mation contained in the vector GDL n .
132
Definition 2.3. Given a fixed number 0 < B ∈ N, let us define the set
be a sample for the Markov chain X of
as above. We define the order's
142
Observe that the Local Dependency Level LDL n (a η 1 ) entirely relies on the 143 just defined χ 2 -square divergence estimator which itself is the summation of
.
147
Later on in Section 3.2, we shall analyse the behavior of the deterministic 
Functions Related with AIC-Estimator
156
Let us calculate the derivatives of the deterministic function L (n , a κ 1 ) as in (11),
160 First Order Derivatives :
162
Second Order Derivatives :
166
respectively.
167
Later on we shall obtain the gradient vector and the hessian matrix
of the function L at a point
Functions Related with GDL-Estimator
Herein, we shall consider the deterministic multivariate set of functions, as
171 which, after fixing (i, k), we temporarily rename it as follows:
174 First Order Derivatives :
178
179 Likewise, as in the previous subsection we get the gradient vector and the hessian matrix
Multivariate Variances
180
Focusing on 
Observe that the Markov chain we are interested in, has order κ and it is 184 clear that
187 are independent, with
as well as for adequatly sample size n the random variables
For the sake of notation's simplicity, we temporarily rename
where its derivatives, as well as the variances, covariances and
(k) } shall be as follows:
210
Let us denote by B ∈ R 3 , the unit ball centered at the point
Taylor ( [5] ) showed that there exist 0 < c g , c l < 1 such that
where the variance of
2 .
225
and, by (20), the total variance
227
Exactly as before we can obtain the total variance of L (n,a κ 1 ) X a κ
240
Conclusion
241
The purpose of this work was the comparative analysis of the non asymptotic 
or, the GDL approach, as in (12), with
256
Since the sample only depends on the Markov chain X n 1 and its size n, once 257 the sample is chosen, the entirely responsibles for the estimator's variance 258 are the following random variables:
267
Finally the reader should notice that the log likelihood based estimators are 
273
The following Appendix presents a few examples exhibiting such anomaly. In what follows we shall compare the non-asymptotic performance, mainly 277 for small samples, of some of the most used Markov chains order estimators.
278
It is quite intuitive that the random information regarding the order of a
279
Markov chain, is spread over an exponentially growing set of empirical dis- respectively.
287
The following numerical simulation, based on an algorithm due to Raftery [23] ,
288
starts on with the generation of a Markov chain transition matrix, Q =
289
(q i 1 i 2 ...iκ;i κ+1 ) with entries
291
where the matrix
and the positive numbers
are arbitrarily chosen in advance. 
Q 2 Q 2 Q 2 n = 1.000 n = 1.500 n = 500 Notice that for a fixed sample size n = {500, 1.000, 1.500, 2.000}, the order es- which tend to 317 decrease the estimated order.
318
For |E| = 4 the greater complexity of a Markov chain of order κ = 3 impose 319 the use of larger sample size for estimators to acomplish some reliability.
320
Finally, we choose the matrix {Q 6 , Q 7 } to produce samples with size n = Q 6 ⇔ λ i = 1/3, i = 1,2,3. Q 7 ⇔ λ i = 1/3, i = 1,2,3. κ = 2 κ = 3 κ = 0 For the order for |E| = 4, κ = 0, apparently κ AIC keeps overestimating the 326 order in some degree, while κ BIC as in example κ = 3 severely underestimate 327 the order, presumably due to the excessive weight of the correcting factors 328 log(n) 2
. On the contrary κ EDC and κ GDL behaves quite well in same setting.
